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• Mobility planning and consultancy in Budapest
• Working in local, domestic and international context
• Committed to smart, eco-friendly and resource-efficient mobility systems
SUMP experience

2010–2011: Participation in the international SUMP developing process

2012–2015: Implementation of SUMP methodology in Hungary

2015–2018: Preparation of SUMP s for 4 Hungarian medium and smaller cities and negotiations with others

Participation in CIVITAS CIVITAS PROSPERITY with the City of Szeged (HU)

Secretariat of MAGYAR CIVINET
SUNRISE / The project

• Horizon 2020
• Sustainable Urban Neighbourhoods – Research and Implementation Support in Europe
• May 2017 – June 2021
• Participant cities: Bremen, Budapest, Jerusalem, Malmö, Southend on Sea, Thessaloniki
SUNRISE / Goals

• Collecting, analysing and finding solutions to the mobility related problems of the neighbourhood
• Using innovative solutions
• Synchronizing bottom-up and top-down processes
• Supporting Neighbourhood Mobility Action Plan
• Participatory planning method all the way
SUNRISE / Participation

- Not much experience in Hungary
- Learning process to the residents
- Learning process to the planners

- Co-identification of problems: Sept - Nov 2017
- Co-development of ideas: Jan - May 2018
- Feasible?: May 2018
- Co-decision: May - Jun 2018
- Preparation for implementation: Jul - Dec 2018
- Implementation: Jan - Jun 2019
- Co-monitoring: Jul 2019 -
CONTEXT / Törökőr – The neighbourhood
CONTEXT / Törökőr – The neighbourhood
CONTEXT / The neighbourhood – mobility problems
SUNRISE IN TÖRÖKŐR/ Activities carried out

Co-identification of problems

- Problem mapping (280)
  - Online map (130)
  - Offline map (153)
- Questionnaires (57)
  - Online questionnaire (13)
  - Offline questionnaire (42)
SUNRISE IN TÖRÖKŐR/ Activities carried out

Co-identification of problems
SUNRISE IN TÖRÖKŐR/ Activities carried out

Core Group
SUNRISE IN TÖRÖKŐR/ Activities carried out

Co-development of ideas
SUNRISE IN TÖRÖKŐR/ Activities carried out

Sensitive social groups
SUNRISE IN TÖRÖKŐR/ Results & Lessons learnt & Next step

- 420 individual problems, ideas and positive feedback identified
- Introduction of participatory planning at neighbourhood level from thought to decision
- People dare to get involved in local, public affairs – realize, their word has a power, though it takes time
- Go out to people and do no wait for them come to you
- Find the key people / players
- Focus on certain issues and keep distance from everyday politics
- Citizen’s ideas generate projects. Municipality and people decide together
Thank you!
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